Colours Book

Name: ________________________________
Colour Red

Colour the picture Red and the word Red and paste colour label.
Colour Blue

Colour the picture Blue and the word Blue and paste colour label.

Colour 2 Blue Marbles
Colour Yellow

Colour the picture Yellow and the word Yellow and paste colour label.
Colour Brown

Colour the picture Brown and the word Brown and paste colour label.
Colour Green

Colour the picture Green and the word Green and paste colour label.

Green

Colour 3 Green Marbles
Colour Orange

Colour the picture Orange and the word Orange and paste colour label.

Orange

Colour 4 Orange Marbles

Orange

Orange

Orange

Orange
Colour Purple

Colour the picture Purple and the word Purple and paste colour label.
Colour Black

Colour the picture Black and the word Black and paste colour label.
Cut out colours label and paste each correct colour box each page.